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Abstract
The paper describes interrelations between: (1) algebraic structure 
on sets of scalars, (2) properties of monads associated with such sets of 
scalars, and (3) structure in categories (esp. Lawvere theories) associated 
with these monads. These interrelations will be expressed in terms of 
“triangles of adjunctions” , involving for instance various kinds of monoids 
(non-commutative, commutative, involutive) and semirings as scalars. It 
will be shown to which kind of monads and categories these algebraic 
structures correspond via adjunctions.
1 Introduction
Scalars are the elements s used in scalar multiplication s • v, yielding for in­
stance a new vector for a given vector v. Scalars are elements in some algebraic 
structure, such as a field (for vector spaces), a ring (for modules), a group (for 
group actions), or a monoid (for monoid actions).
A  categorical description of scalars can be given in a monoidal category 
C, with tensor (g> and tensor unit I , as the homset C (1,1 ) of endomaps on 
I . In [15] it is shown that such homsets C  (1,1 ) always form a commutative 
monoid; in [2, §3.2] this is called the ‘miracle’ of scalars. More recent work in 
the area of quantum computation has led to renewed interest in such scalars, 
see for instance [1, 2], where it is shown that the presence of biproducts makes 
this homset C  (1,1 ) of scalars a semiring, and that daggers f make it involu­
tive. These are first examples where categorical structure (a category which 
is monoidal or has biproducts or daggers) gives rise to algebraic structure (a 
set with a commutative monoid, semiring or involution structure). Such cor­
respondences form the focus of this paper, not only those between categorical 
and algebraic structure, but also involving a third element, namely structure 
on endofunctors (especially monads). Such correspondences will be described 
in terms of triangles of adjunctions.
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Sets
Sets «0
Figure 1: Basic triangle of adjunctions.
To start, we describe the basic triangle of adjunctions that we shall build 
on. At this stage it is meant as a sketch of the setting, and not as an exhaustive 
explanation. Let Ho be the category with natural numbers n G N as objects. 
Such a number n  is identified with the n-element set n =  {0 ,1 ,.. . ,  n  — 1}. 
Morphisms n —> m  in Ho are ordinary functions n —> m  between these finite 
sets. Hence there is a full and faithful functor H0 ^  Sets. The underline 
notation is useful to avoid ambiguity, but we often omit it when no confusion 
arises and write the number n  for the set n.
Now consider the triangle in Figure 1, with functor categories at the two 
bottom corners. We briefly explain the arrows (functors) in this diagram. The 
downward arrows Sets ^  SetsSets and Sets ^  Sets«0 describe the functors 
that map a set A  G Sets to the functor X  ^  A x X . In the other, upward 
direction right adjoints are given by the functors ( — )(1) describing “evaluate at 
unit 1” , that is F  ^  F (1). At the bottom the inclusion H0 ^  Sets induces 
a functor SetsSets ^  Sets«0 by restriction: F  is mapped to the functor n ^  
F (n). In the reverse direction a left adjoint is obtained by left Kan extension [17, 
Ch. X]. Explicitly, this left adjoint maps a functor F  : H0 ^  Sets to the functor 
L (F ) : Sets ^  Sets given by:
L (F  )(X  ) =  ( n ieN F  (i) x X ‘) / ~,
where ~ is the least equivalence relation such that, for each f  : n ^  m in H0,
Km(F ( f  )(a) , v) ~ Kn (a,v o f  ), where a G F (n) and v G X m.
The adjunction on the left in Figure 1 is then in fact the composition of the 
other two. The adjunctions in Figure 1 are not new. For instance, the one 
at the bottom plays an important role in the description of analytic functors 
and species [14], see also [10, 3, 6]. The category of presheaves Sets«0 is used 
to provide a semantics for binding, see [7]. W hat is new in this paper is the 
systematic organisation of correspondences in triangles like the one in Figure 1 
for various kinds of algebraic structures (instead of sets).
• There is a triangle of adjunctions for monoids, monads, and Lawvere the­
ories, see Figure 2.
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• This triangle restricts to commutative monoids, commutative monads, and 
symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories, see Figure 3.
• There is also a triangle of adjunctions for commutative semirings, commu­
tative additive monads, and symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories with 
biproducts, see Figure 4.
• This last triangle restricts to involutive commutative semirings, involutive 
commutative additive monads, and dagger symmetric monoidal Lawvere 
theories with dagger biproducts, see Figure 5 below.
These four figures with triangles of adjunctions provide a quick way to get 
an overview of the paper (the rest is just hard work). The triangles capture 
fundamental correspondences between basic mathematical structures. As far as 
we know they have not been made explicit at this level of generality.
The paper is organised as follows. It starts with a section containing some 
background material on monads and Lawvere theories. The triangle of adjunc­
tions for monoids, much of which is folklore, is developed in Section 3. Sub­
sequently, Section 4 forms an intermezzo; it introduces the notion of additive 
monad, and proves that a monad T is additive if and only if in its Kleisli cate­
gory K l(T ) coproducts form biproducts, if and only if in its category Alg(T ) of 
algebras products form biproducts. These additive monads play a crucial role 
in Sections 5 and 6 which develop a triangle of adjunctions for commutative 
semirings. Finally, Section 7 introduces the refined triangle with involutions 
and daggers.
The triangles of adjunctions in this paper are based on many detailed veri­
fications of basic facts. We have chosen to describe all constructions explicitly 
but to omit most of these verifications, certainly when these are just routine. 
O f course, one can continue and try to elaborate deeper (categorical) structure 
underlying the triangles. In this paper we have chosen not to follow that route, 
but rather to focus on the triangles themselves.
2 Prelim inaries
We shall assume a basic level of familiarity with category theory, especially 
with adjunctions and monads. This section recalls some basic facts and fixes 
notation. For background information we refer to [4, 5, 17].
In an arbitrary category C  we write finite products as x, 1, where 1 G C  is 
the final object. The projections are written as n  and tupling as (fi, f 2). Finite 
coproducts are written as + with initial object 0, and with coprojections k  and 
cotupling [f1, f 2]. We write !, both for the unique map X  4  1 and the unique 
map 0 4  X . A category is called distributive if it has both finite products 
and finite coproducts such that functors X  x (— ) preserve these coproducts: 
the canonical maps 0 4  X  x 0, and (X  x Y ) + (X  x Z ) 4  X  x (Y  + Z ) are 
isomorphisms. Monoidal products are written as I  where I  is the tensor 
unit, with the familiar isomorphisms: a  : X  (g> (Y  Z ) 4  (X  <g> Y  ) <g) Z  for
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associativity, p : X  g  I  4  X  and A : I  g  X  4  X  for unit, and in the symmetric 
case also 7 : X  g  Y  4  Y  g  X  for swap.
We write M nd (C ) for the category of monads on a category C. For con­
venience we write M n d  for M nd(Sets). Although we shall use strength for 
monads mostly with respect to finite products ( x , 1) we shall give the more 
general definition involving monoidal products ( g , I ). A monad T is called 
strong if it comes with a ‘strength’ natural transformation st with components 
st : T (X  ) g  Y  4 T (X  g  Y ), commuting with unit n and multiplication u, in the 
sense that st o n g  id =  n and st o u g  id =  u o T(st) o st. Additionally, for the 
familiar monoidal isomorphisms p and a,
T(Y) g  I  -4» T(Y  g  I )  T (X ) ® ( Y ® Z ) -------- -------- ^  T (X  g  (Y  g  Z))
T (a )
(T (X) ® Y )®  Z st^ dT (X  ® Y ) ® Z  T ((X  ® Y )® Z )
Also, when the tensor g is a cartesian product x we sometimes write these p 
and a  for the obvious maps.
The category S tM nd (C ) has monads with strength (T, st) as objects. Mor- 
phisms are monad maps commuting with strength. The monoidal structure on 
C  is usually clear from the context.
L em m a 1 Monads on Sets are always strong w.r.t. finite products, in a canon­
ical way, yielding a functor M nd(Sets) =  M n d  4 S tM n d  =  S tM nd(Sets).
P roo f For every functor T : Sets 4 Sets, there exists a strength map st : T (X ) x 
Y  4 T (X  x Y ), namely st(u, y) =  T(Ax. (x, y))(u). It makes the above diagrams 
commute, and also commutes with unit and multiplication in case T is a monad. 
Additionally, strengths commute with natural transformations a : T 4 S, in the 
sense that a o st =  st o (a x id). □
Given a general strength map st : T (X  ) g  Y  4 T (X  g  Y ) in a symmetric 
monoidal category one can define a swapped st' : X  g  T (Y ) 4 T (X  g  Y ) as 
st' =  T (7 ) o st o 7 , where 7 : X  g  Y  4  Y  g  X  is the swap map. There are now 
in principle two maps T (X  ) g  T (Y  ) ^  T (X  g  Y  ), namely u o T (st') o st and 
U o T(st) o st'. A strong monad T is called commutative if these two composites 
T (X ) g  T (Y  ) ^  T (X  g  Y  ) are the same. In that case we shall write dst for this 
(single) map, which is a monoidal transformation, see also [16]. The powerset 
monad P  is an example of a commutative monad, with dst : P (X ) x P (Y ) 4 
P (X  x Y ) given by dst(U, V ) =  U x V . Later we shall see other examples.
We write K l(T ) for the Kleisli category of a monad T , with X  G C  as objects, 
and maps X  4 T (Y ) in C  as arrows. For clarity we sometimes write a fat dot • 
for composition in Kleisli categories, so that g •  f  =  u o T (g) o f . The inclusion 
functor C  4 K l(T ) is written as J , where J ( X ) =  X  and J ( f  ) =  n o f . A 
map of monads a : T 4 S yields a functor K l(a) : K l(T ) 4 K l(S ) which is 
the identity on objects, and maps an arrow f  to a o f . This functor K l(a)
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commutes with the J  ’s. One obtains a functor K l : M nd (C ) 4  Cat, where 
Ca t is the category of (small) categories.
We will use the following standard result.
L em m a 2 For T G M nd (C ), consider the generic statement “if C  has ♦ then 
so does K l(T  ) and J  : C  4  K l(T  ) preserves ♦ ’s”, where ♦ is some property. 
This holds for:
(i). ♦ =  (finite coproducts +, 0), or in fact any colimits;
(ii). ♦ =  (monoidal products g , I ), in case the monad T is commutativee;
P roo f Point (i) is obvious; for (ii) one defines the tensor on morphisms in 
K l(T ) as:
(X  4  T (U )) g  (Y  4  T (V )) =  (X  g  Y  —4  T (U ) g  T (V ) —4  T (U g  V )).
Then: J  ( f  ) g  J  (g) =  dst o ((n o f  ) g  (n o g)) =  n o ( f  g  g) =  J  ( f  g  g). □
As in this lemma we sometimes formulate results on monads in full gener­
ality, i.e. for arbitrary categories, even though our main results— see Figures 2, 
3, 4 and 5— only deal with monads on Sets. These results involve algebraic 
structures like monoids and semirings, which we interpret in the standard set- 
theoretic universe, and not in arbitrary categories. Such greater generality is 
possible, in principle, but it does not seem to add enough to justify the addi­
tional complexity.
Often we shall be interested in a “finitary” version of the Kleisli construction, 
corresponding to the Lawvere theory [18, 12] associated with a monad. For a 
monad T G M n d  on Sets we shall write K lN (T) for the category with natural 
numbers n G N as objects, regarded as finite sets n =  {0 ,1 ,... ,n  — 1}. A map 
ƒ  : n —> m  in K£^(T) is then a function n —> T(m). This yields a full inclusion 
K lN(T) 4  K l(T ). It is easy to see that a map f  : n 4  m in K lN(T) can be 
identified with an n-cotuple of elements f  G T(m), which may be seen as m-ary 
terms/operations.
By the previous lemma the category K lN(T) has coproducts given on objects 
simply by the additive monoid structure (+, 0) on natural numbers. There 
are obvious coprojections n —> n + to, using n + m =  n + to. The identities 
n + 0 =  n =  0 + n and (n + m) + k =  n + (m  + k) are in fact the familiar monoidal 
isomorphisms. The swap map is an isomorphism n + m =  m + n rather than 
an identity n + m =  m + n.
In general, a Lawvere theory is a small category L with natural numbers 
n G N as objects, and (+, 0) on N forming finite coproducts in L. It forms a 
categorical version of a term algebra, in which maps n 4  m are understood 
as n-tuples of terms tj each with m free variables. Formally a Lawvere theory 
involves a functor H0 4  L that is the identity on objects and preserves finite 
coproducts “on the nose” (up-to-identity) as opposed to up-to-isomorphism. A 
morphism of Lawvere theories F  : L 4  L ' is a functor that is the identity on 
objects and strictly preserves finite coproducts. This yields a category Law.
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M o n
A (M  ) =  M  x (—) action monad
E (T ) =  T (1) evaluation at singleton set 1
where < H (L) =  L (1 ,1) endo-homset of 1 G L
K lN(T) Kleisli category restricted to objects n G N
T (L) =  Tl monad associated with Lawvere theory L.
Figure 2: Basic relations between monoids, monads and Lawvere theories.
Coro llary  3 The finitary Kleisli construction KIn for monads on Sets, yields 
a functor K lN : M n d  4  Law. □
3 M onoids
The aim of this section is to replace the category Sets of sets at the top of 
the triangle in Figure 1 by the category M o n  of monoids (M, •, 1), and to see 
how the corners at the bottom change in order to keep a triangle of adjunctions. 
Formally, this can be done by considering monoid objects in the three categories 
at the corners of the triangle in Figure 1 (see also [7, 6]) but we prefer a more 
concrete description. The results in this section, which are summarised in Fig­
ure 2, are not claimed to be new, but are presented in preparation of further 
steps later on in this paper.
We start by studying the interrelations between monoids and monads. In 
principle this part can be skipped, because the adjunction on the left in Figure 2 
between monoids and monads follows from the other two by composition. But 
we do make this adjunction explicit in order to completely describe the situation. 
The following result is standard. We only sketch the proof.
L em m a 4 Each monoid M  gives rise to a monad A (M ) =  M  x ( —): Sets 4  
Sets. The mapping M  4  A (M ) yields a functor M o n  4  M nd .
P roo f For a monoid (M, •, 1) the unit map n : X  4  M  x X  =  A (M ) is x 4  
(1, x). The multiplication u : M  x (M  x X ) 4  M  x X  is (s, (t, x)) 4  (s • t, x). 
The standard strength map st : (M  x X ) x Y  4  M  x (X  x Y ) is given by 
st((s,x),y) =  (s, (x, y)). Each monoid map f  : M  4  N  gives rise to a map of
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monads with components f  x id: M  x X  4  N  x X . These components commute 
with strength. □
The monad A (M ) =  M  x (—) is called the ‘action monad’, as its cate­
gory of Eilenberg-Moore algebras consists of M-actions M  x X  4  X  and their 
morphisms. The monoid elements act as scalars in such actions.
Conversely, each monad (on Sets) gives rise to a monoid. In the following 
lemma we prove this in more generality. For a category C  with finite products, 
we denote by M on (C ) the category of monoids in C, i.e. the category of objects 
M  in C  carrying a monoid structure 1 4  M  ^  M  x M  with structure preserving 
maps between them.
Lem m a 5 Each strong monad T on a category C  with finite products, gives 
rise to a monoid E(T) =  T (1) in C . The mapping T 4  T (1) yields a functor 
S tM nd (C ) 4  M on (C )
P roo f For a strong monad (T, n, U, st), we define a multiplication on T (1) by 
U o T(n2 ) o st : T (1) x T (1) 4  T (1), with unit ni : 1 4  T (1). Each monad map 
a : T 4  S gives rise to a monoid map T (1) 4  S(1) by taking the component of 
a at 1. □
The swapped strength map st' gives rise to a swapped multiplication on 
T (1), namely u ◦  T (n i ) o st' : T (1) x T (1) 4  T (1), again with unit ni. It 
corresponds to (a, b) 4  b • a instead of (a, b) 4  a • b like in the lemma. In 
case T is a commutative monad, the two multiplications coincide as we prove 
in Lemma 10.
The functors defined in the previous two Lemmas 4 and 5 form an adjunction. 
This result goes back to [19].
L em m a 6 The pair of functors A  : M o n  ^  M n d  : E forms an adjunction A  H 
E, as on the left in Figure 2.
P roo f For a monoid M  and a (strong) monad T on Sets there are (natural) 
bijective correspondences:
A(M) T in Mnd 
M — J ^ T {  1) in Mon
Given a one defines a monoid map <r: M  —> T (l) as:
W = ( m  M  x 1 =  A(M)(l) T (l)),
where p-i =  (id, !} in this cartesian case. Conversely, given f  one gets a monad 
map ƒ  : A (M ) ->T with components:
7 x =  (M  x I  x I  T(1 x I )  - Ç I  T ( I ) ) ,
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where A =  n2 :1  x X  4 X . Straightforward computations show that these 
assignments indeed give a natural bijective correspondence. □
Notice that, for a monoid M , the counit of the above adjunction is the 
projection (E o A )(M ) =  A(M )(1) =  M  x 1 4  M . Hence the adjunction is a 
reflection.
We now move to the bottom of Figure 2. The finitary Kleisli construction 
yields a functor from the category of monads to the category of Lawvere theories 
(Corollary 3). This functor has a left adjoint, as is proven in the following two 
standard lemmas.
Lem m a 7 Each Lawvere theory L, gives rise to a monad TL on Sets, which is 
defined by
Tl (X ) =  ( n ieNL(1,i) x X®)/ ~, (1)
where ~ is the least equivalence relation such that, for each f  : i 4  m in Ho <4 L, 
Km( f  o g,v) ~ Kj(g, v o f  ), where g G L (1,i) and v G X m. 
Finally, the mapping L 4  T l yields a functor T : Law 4  M nd .
P roo f For a Lawvere theory L, the unit map n : X  4 TL(X ) =  ( LL^n L(1, i) x 
X j j  /  ~ is given by
x 4  [«i(idi,x)].
The multiplication u : TL(X ) 4 TL(X  ) is given by:
U (M g,v)]) =  [Kj ((go +---- + gi-i) o g, [vo, . . . , Vj-i])]
where g : 1 4 i, and v : i 4 TL(X ) is written as 
v(a) =  Kja (ga,va), for a < i, 
and j  =  jo +---- + ji- i.
It is straightforward to show that this map u is well-defined and that n and u 
indeed define a monad structure on TL.
For each morphism of Lawvere theories F  : L 4 K , one may define a monad 
morphism T (F ): TL 4 TK with components T (F )X : [Ki (g, v)] 4  [kì (F (g),v)]. 
This yields a functor T : Law 4 M nd . Checking the details is left to the 
reader. □
L em m a 8 The pair of functors T  : Law ^  M n d  : KIn forms an adjunction 
T  H KIn, as at the bottom in Figure 2.
P roo f For a Lawvere theory L and a monad T there are (natural) bijective 
correspondences:
T(L) T in M n d  
L --- O n (T) in Law
F
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Given a, one defines a Law-map a : L —> K£^(T) which is the identity on objects 
and sends a morphism f  : n 4  m in L to the morphism
\i<n. [Km(f OK¿,Ídm)] „ , s
n -------------- s- T (L )(m )--- 3» T(rri)
in lC£f!i(T).
Conversely given F, one defines a monad morphism F  with components 
Fx- T (L )(X )  4  T (X ) given, for i G N, g: 1 —> i G L and v G X®, by:
[«i(g,v)] 4 (T(v) o F (g))(*),
where * is the unique element of 1. □
Finally, we consider the right-hand side of Figure 2. For each category C  and 
object X  in C, the homset C (X , X ) is a monoid, where multiplication is given 
by composition with the identity as unit. The mapping L 4  H(L) =  L (1 ,1), 
defines a functor Law 4  M on . This functor is right adjoint to the composite 
functor K lN o A.
Lem m a 9 The pair of functors KIn ◦  A  : M o n  ^  Law : H  forms an adjunc­
tion KIn o A H H , as on the right in Figure 2.
P roo f For a monoid M  and a Lawvere theory L there are (natural) bijective 
correspondences:
)C¿i>nA(M) — L in Law
M  — %(L)  in M o n  
Given F  one defines a monoid map F  : M  4  % (L) =  L (l, 1) by
t-,/- (Ax. s.!) _ _ .
s 4  F (1 ----- 4 M  x 1).
(Ax S !)
Note that 1 -- -—4 M  x 1 =  A(M )(1) is an endomap on 1 in K lNA (M ). Since
F  is the identity on objects it sends this endomap to an element of L (1 ,1).
Conversely, given a monoid map f  : M  4  L (1 ,1) one defines a Law-map 
f  : K InA (M ) 4  L. It is the identity on objects and sends a morphism h : n 4  m 
in K lNA (M ), i.e. h : n 4  M  x m in Sets, to the morphism
[Kh2(i) of (h1(i))].
f(h ) =  [ n ------------^5- to
Here we write h(i) G M  x m as pair (hi(i), h2(i)). We leave further details to 
the reader. □
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Given a monad T on Sets, H K lN(T) =  K lN(T )(1 ,1) =  Sets(1,T (1)) is a 
monoid, where the multiplication is given by
(1 4  T (1)) • (1 4  T (1)) =  (1 4  T (1) -— 4  T2(1) 4  T (1)).
The functor E : M nd (C ) 4  M on (C ), defined in Lemma 5 also gives a multi­
plication on Sets(1 ,T (1)) =  T (1), namely p o T(n2) o st : T (1) x T (1) 4  T (1). 
These two multiplications coincide as is demonstrated in the following diagram,
(a,6)
In fact, E =  H K lN, which completes the picture from Figure 2.
3.1 Com mutative monoids
In this subsection we briefly summarize what will change in the triangle in Fig­
ure 2 when we restrict ourselves to commutative monoids (at the top). This will 
lead to commutative monads, and to tensor products. The latter are induced 
by Lemma 2. The new situation is described in Figure 3. For the adjunc­
tion between commutative monoids and commutative monads we start with the 
following basic result.
L em m a 10 Let T be a commutative monad on a category C  with finite prod­
ucts. The monoid E (T) =  T (1) in C  from Lemma 5 is then commutativee.
P roo f Recall that the multiplication on T (1) is given by p o T(A) o st : T (1) x 
T (1) 4  T (1) and commutativity of the monad T means p o T (st') o st =  p o 
T(st) o st' where st' =  T (7) o st o 7, for the swap map 7, see Section 2. Then:
p o T (A) o st o y =  p o T (T (A) o st') o st o 7
=  T (A) o p o T (st') o st o 7
=  T (p) o p o T (st) o st' o 7 by commutativity of T , 
and because p =  A : 1 x 1 4 1
=  p o T(T(p) o st o 7) o st
=  p o T (p o 7 ) o st
=  p o T(A) o st. □
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The proof of the next result is easy and left to the reader.
L em m a 11 A monoid M  is commutative (Abelian) if  and only if  the associ­
ated monad A (M ) =  M  x (—): Sets 4  Sets is commutative (as described in 
Section 2). □
Next, we wish to define an appropriate category SM Law  of Lawvere theories 
with symmetric monoidal structure (g, I ). In order to do so we need to take a 
closer look at the category H0 described in the introduction. Recall that H0 has 
n  G N as objects whilst morphisms n —> m  are functions n —> to in Sets, where, 
as described earlier n =  {0 ,1 ,.. . ,  n  — 1}. This category Ho has a monoidal 
structure, given on objects by multiplication n x m of natural numbers, with 
1 G N as tensor unit. Functoriality involves a (chosen) coordinatisation, in the 
following way. For ƒ  : n 4  p and g : m 4  q in H0 one obtains ƒ  g g  : nx  m 4  px q 
as a function:
ƒ  g  g =  co“ J o (ƒ  x g) o co„jm : n x  m  — >• p x q, 
where co is a coordinatisation function
n X  to =  {0, .. ., (n X to) — 1} — {0, .  . . ,  n  — 1} x {0,. . .,  to — l j  =  n x to, 
given by
co(c) =  (a, b) ^  c =  a • m + b. (2)
We may write the inverse co_1 :ñ x m - > n X T O a s a  small tensor, as in a ® b =  
co-1(a, b). Then: (ƒ  g  b)(a b) =  ƒ  (a) ® g(b). The monoidal isomorphisms in 
H0 are then obtained from Sets, as in
/ _,Sets _i \« / co Y CO \
7  0 =  ( n X  t o ----- s- n  X  t o ----- s- m x n ----- s- m  x n  ).
Thus y«0 (a ® b) =  b ® a. Similarly, the associativity map a «0 : n g  (m g  k) 4  
(n g  m) g  k is determined as a«0 (a ® (b ® c)) =  (a ® b) ® c. The maps 
p : n x 1 4  n in H0 are identities.
This tensor g  on H0 distributes over sum: the canonical distributivity map 
(n g  m) + (n g  k) 4  n g  (m + k) is an isomorphism. Its inverse maps a ® b G 
n  g  (to + k) to a ® b G n x  m  if b <  to, and to a ® (6 — to) G n x k otherwise.
We thus define the objects of the category SM Law  to be symmetric monoidal 
Lawvere theories L G Law for which the map H0 4  L strictly preserves the 
monoidal structure that has just been described via multiplication ( x , 1) of 
natural numbers; additionally the coproduct structure must be preserved, as 
in Law. Morphisms in SM Law  are morphisms in Law that strictly preserve 
this tensor structure. We note that for L G SM Law  we have a distributivity 
n g  m + n g  k 4  n g  (m + k), since this isomorphism lies in the range of the 
functor H0 4  L.
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C M o n
Figure 3: Commutative version of Figure 2, with commutative monoids, com­
mutative monads and symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories.
By Lemma 2 we know that the Kleisli category K l(T ) is symmetric monoidal 
if T is commutative. In order to see that also the finitary Kleisli category 
K lN(T) G Law is symmetric monoidal, we have to use the coordinatisation 
map described in (2). For ƒ  : n 4  p and g : m 4  q in K lN(T) we then obtain 
ƒ  g  g : n x m 4  p x q as
ƒ  (g) g =  (n  x m °°> n x m  ^ > T(p) x T(</) dst> T (p x q ) -— >T (p  x </) j  .
We recall from [15] (see also [1, 2]) that for a monoidal category C  the 
homset C (1 ,1) of endomaps on the tensor unit forms a commutative monoid. 
This applies in particular to Lawvere theories L G SM Law , and yields a functor 
H  : SM Law  4  M o n  given by H (L) =  L (1 ,1), where 1 G L is the tensor unit. 
Thus we almost have a triangle of adjunctions as in Figure 3. We only need to 
check the following result.
L em m a 12 The functor T : Law 4  M n d  defined in (1) restricts to SM Law  4  
C M nd . Further, this restriction is left adjoint to : C M n d  4  SM Law .
P roo f For L G SM Law  we define a map
T (L )(X )  x T (L )(Y )------- - ------ > T (L )(X  x Y)
([Ki(g,v)i, [nj(h,w)]) I------------------- 3- [Kixj(g® h, (v x w )  o co¿ j) ] ,
where g : 1 4  i and h : 1 4  j  in L yield g g  h :1  =  1 g  1 4  i g  j  =  i x j ,  
and co is the coordinatisation function (2). Then one can show that both 
yU, o T(L)(st') o st and ^  o T(L)(st) o st' are equal to dst. This makes T (L) a 
commutative monad.
In order to check that the adjunction T  H restricts, we only need to 
verify that the unit L 4  K lN(T(L)) strictly preserves tensors. This is easy. □
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4 A dditive m onads
Having an adjunction between commutative monoids and commutative monads 
(Figure 3) raises the question whether we may also define an adjunction between 
commutative semirings and some specific class of monads. It will appear that 
so-called additive commutative monads are needed here. In this section we will 
define and study such additive (commutative) monads and see how they relate 
to biproducts in their Kleisli categories and categories of algebras.
We consider monads on a category C  with both finite products and coprod­
ucts. If, for a monad T on C, the object T (0) is final— i.e. satisfies T (0) =  1— 
then 0 is both initial and final in the Kleisli category K l(T ). Such an object 
that is both initial and final is called a zero object.
Also the converse is true, if 0 G K l(T ) is a zero object, then T (0) is final in 
C. Although we don’t use this in the remainder of this paper, we also mention 
a related result on the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras. The proofs are 
simple and are left to the reader.
Lem m a 13 For a monad T on a category C  with finite products (x , 1) and 
coproducts (+, 0), the following statements are equivalent.
(i). T (0) is final in  C ;
(ii). 0 G K l(T ) is a zero object;
(iii). 1 G Alg(T ) is a zero object. □
A zero object yields, for any pair of objects X , Y , a unique “zero map” 
0x ,y  : X  4  0 4  Y  between them. In a Kleisli category K l(T ) for a monad T 
on C, this zero map 0X Y : X  4  Y  is the following map in C
0X ,Y =  ( x ^ ^ l = T ( 0 ) ^ Í T ( Y ) y  (3)
For convenience, we make some basic properties of this zero map explicit.
L em m a 14 Assume T (0) is final, for a monad T on C. The resulting zero 
maps 0x ,y  : X  4  T (Y ) from (3) make the following diagrams in C  commute
X ^ ^ T 2(Y) i ^ T ( X )  x - ^ T { Y )  X  —4-  T (y)
T(Y) Y ^ T ( Z )  S(Y)
where ƒ  : Y  4  Z  is a map in  C  and a : T 4  S is a map of monads. □
Still assuming that T(0) is final, the zero map (3) enables us to define a 
canonical map
be J T ( x  +  y  ) T ( x )  x  T (y )  j  _ (4)
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where
P - I ^ Í X  +  Y  l r i M , T ( X ) P2
def
(X  + Y  l°x’Y,r,]> T (Y )y  (5)
Here we assume that the underlying category C  has both finite products and 
finite coproducts. The abbreviation “bc” stands for “bicartesian” , since this 
maps connects the coproducts and products. The auxiliary maps p i,p 2 are 
sometimes called projections, but should not be confused with the (proper) 
projections n 1, n2 associated with the product x in C.
We continue by listing a series of properties of this map bc that will be useful 
in what follows.
L em m a 15 In  the context just described, the map bc : T (X  + Y ) 4  T (X ) x 
T (Y ) in (4) has the following properties.
(i). This bc is a natural transformation, and it commutes with any monad 
map a : T 4  S , as in:
T{X  + Y) T (X ) x T(Y) T{X  + Y) T (X ) x T(Y)
T(j+g) T ( f )x T (g )  crx+Y u i L y
I  I  Y Y
T(U + V ) T(U) x T(V) S (X  + Y ) S (X ) x S(Y )
(ii). It also commutes with the monoidal isomorphisms (for products and co­
products in  C ):
T (X  + 0) T (X ) x T(0) T (X  + Y) T (X ) x T(Y)
T ([k2 ,ki])
T (X ) T (Y  + X )  T(Y) x T (X )
(n2,ni>
T ((X  + Y) + Z) T (X  + Y ) x T (Z) “  (T (X) x T(Y)) x T (Z)
T(a)
T (X  + (Y + Z)) T (X ) x T (Y  + Z) i^ T { X )  x (T (Y ) x T{Z ))
(iii). The map bc interacts with n and ^  in the following manner:
X  + Y  
n
JP1,P2>
T (X  + Y) T (X ) x T(Y)
p
14
T2(X  + Y ) —
T( bc)
T (T (X  ) x T (Y  ))
(T{-k1),T{-k2))
-*T (X  + Y ) T ( T ( X ) + T ( Y ) ) ^ T 2( X ) x T 2(Y)
j
T2 (X ) x T2 (Y) T (X ) x T(Y) T (X  + y )
bc
T([T(K1 VT(«2)])
Y
T 2(X  + Y  )
bc
ßXß
-s- T (X  ) x T (Y  )
r*«;- f  c  is a distributive category, bc commutes with strength st as follows: 
T (X  + Y ) x Z  (T (X) x T (Y)) x Z  (T (X) x Z) x (T (Y ) x Z)
T ((X  + Y ) x  Z ) -i- T ((X  x Z) + (Y  x Z)) T (X  x Z) x T (Y  x Z)
where dbl is the “double” map (ni x id, n  x id) : (A x B) x C  4  (A x C ) x 
(B x C ).
P roo f These properties are easily verified, using Lemma 14 and the fact that 
the projections p  are natural, both in C  and in K l(T ). □
The definition of the map bc also makes sense for arbitrary set-indexed 
(co)products (see [13]), but here we only consider finite ones. Such generalised 
bc-maps also satisfy (suitable generalisations of) the properties in Lemma 15 
above.
We will study monads for which the canonical map bc is an isomorphism. 
Such monads will be called ‘additive monads’.
D e fin ition  16 A monad T on a category C  with finite products (x, 1) and 
finite coproducts (+, 0) will be called additive if  T (0) =  1 and if the canonical 
map bc : T (X  + Y ) 4  T (X ) x T (Y ) from (4) is an isomorphism.
We write A M n d (C ) for the category of additive monads on C  with monad 
morphism between them, and similarly A C M n d (C ) for the category of additive 
and commutative monads on C.
A basic result is that additive monads T induce a commutative monoid 
structure on objects T (X ). This result is sometimes taken as definition of 
additivity of monads ( cf. [9]).
L em m a 17 Let T be an additive monad on a category C  and X  an object of 
C . There is an addition + on T (X  ) given by
+ =f (t {X) x T (X ) T (X  + X )  - ^ L  T (X )
where V  =  [id, id]. Then:
m
m
stxst
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(i). this + is commutative and associative,
(ii). and has unit 0 i,x : 1 4  T (X );
(iii). this monoid structure is preserved by maps T (ƒ  ) as well as by multiplica­
tion ^ ;
(iv). the mapping (T, X ) 4  (T(X ), +, 0 i,x ) yields a functor Ad : A M n d (C ) x 
C 4  C M on(C ).
P roo f The first three statements follow by the properties of bc from Lemma 15. 
For instance, 0 is a (right) unit for + as demonstrated in the following diagram.
T (X )
T (p-1)
> T (X )  x T(0)
bc-
idxT (!)
~ i
T (X  ) x T (X  )
bc
T{X  + 0 )--- --------5» T{X  + X )
Regarding (iv) we define, for a pair of morphisms a : T 4  S in A M n d (C ) and 
ƒ  : X  4  Y  in C,
Ad((a, ƒ ) ) =  a o T (ƒ): T (X ) 4  S (Y ),
which is equal to S (ƒ) o a by naturality of a. Preservation of the unit by 
Ad((a, ƒ)) follows from Lemma 14. The following diagram demonstrates that 
addition is preserved.
T (X ) x T (X ) T(/)xT(/)> T(Y) x T(Y) S(Y ) x S(Y)
bc-
T (f +f )
T (X  + X ) ----------- s- T (Y  + Y)
t (v)
bc-
S (X  + X )  S(/+/)> S (Y  + Y )
T{X) ■
S(V)
s(f )
S(V)
■S (Y  )
where we use point (i) of Lemma 15 and the naturality of a. It is easily checked 
that this mapping defines a functor. □
By Lemma 2, for a monad T on a category C  with finite coproducts, the 
Kleisli construction yields a category K l(T ) with finite coproducts. Below we
p
+
bc
a
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will prove that, under the assumption that C  also has products, these coproducts 
form biproducts in K l(T ) if and only if T is additive. Again, as in Lemma 13, 
a related result holds for the category Alg(T ).
D e fin ition  18 A category with biproducts is a category C  with a zero object
0 G C, such that, for any pair of objects A i, A2 G C , there is an object A i © A2 G 
C that is both a product with projections ni : A i © A2 4  A i and a coproduct 
with coprojections Ki : A i 4  A i © A2, such that
f idA¿ if i =  j  
n, o Ki =  <
[ 0Ai,Aj if i =  j -
Theorem  19 For a monad T on a category C  with finite products (x , 1) and 
coproducts (+, 0), the following are equivalent.
(i). T is additive;
(ii). the coproducts in  C  form biproducts in the Kleisli category K l(T );
(iii). the products in  C  yield biproducts in the category of Eilenberg-Moore al­
gebras Alg(T ).
Here we shall only use this result for Kleisli categories, but we include the 
result for algebras for completeness.
P roo f First we assume that T is additive and show that (+, 0) is a product 
in K l(T ). As projections we take the maps pi from (5). For Kleisli maps 
ƒ  : Z  4  T (X ) and g : Z  4 T (Y ) there is a tuple via the map bc, as in
(ƒ, 9)ki = f (Z  T (X ) x T(Y) T (X  + Y ) ) .
One obtaines p i •  (ƒ, g )o  =  M ◦  T(pi ) o bc-i o (ƒ, g) =  n i o bc o bc-i o 
(ƒ, g) =  n i o (ƒ, g) =  ƒ . Remaining details are left to the reader.
Conversely, assuming that the coproduct (+, 0) in C  forms a biproduct in 
K l(T ), we have to show that the bicartesian map bc : T (X  + Y ) 4 T (X ) x T (Y ) 
is an isomorphism. As + is a biproduct, there exist projection maps qi : X i + 
X 2 4 X i in K l(T ) satisfying
qj
idxi if i =  j  
0xi,Xj if i =  j-
From these conditions it follows that qi =  pi , where pi is the map defined 
in (5). The ordinary projection maps ni : T (X i ) x T (X 2) 4 T (X i ) are maps 
T (X i) x T (X 2) 4 X i in K l(T  ). Hence, as + is a product, there exists a 
unique map h : T (X i ) x T (X 2) 4 X i + X 2 in K l(T ), i.e. h : T (X i ) x T (X 2) 4 
T (X i + X 2) in C, such that p i •  h =  n i and p2 • h =  n2. It is readily checked 
that this map h is the inverse of bc.
K =
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To prove the equivalence of (i) and (iii), first assume that the monad T is 
additive. In the category Alg(T) of algebras there is the standard product
T (X ) x )  x (t (Y) - X  y )  d=  (t (X  x Y) <aoT^ ’PoT^  I x y ) .
In order to show that x also forms a coproduct in Alg(T), we first show that for 
an arbitrary algebra 7 : T (Z ) 4 Z  the object Z  carries a commutative monoid 
structure. We do so by adapting the structure (+, 0) on T (Z ) from Lemma 17 
to (+ z, 0Z ) on Z  via
+z d=  ( z  x Z  T (Z) x T(Z) — U- T(Z) - 4 -  Z^j 
0 z  = f f l  —^ T ( Z )  — 4 - Z
This monoid structure is preserved by homomorphisms of algebras. Now, we 
can form 
bra homo 
given by
coprojections ki =  (id, 0y o !} : X  4 X  x Y , and a cotuple of alge­
morphisms (T X  -4 X  ) - 4  (TZ 4  Z ) and (TY 4  X  ) - 4  (TZ 4  Z )
\f,g\Alg í ' ( l x y ^ i Z x ^ z ) .
Again, remaining details are left to the reader.
Finally, to show that (iii) implies (i), consider the algebra morphisms:
^ 2 ( x . ) ^ T ( X i )) ( t 2(X 1 + X 2) 4- T (X i + X 2) j .
The free functor C  4 Alg(T ) preserves coproducts, so these T («*) form a 
coproduct diagram in Alg(T ). As x is a coproduct in Alg(T ), by assumption, 
the cotuple [T(k1),T (k2)]: T (X 1) x T (X 2) 4 T (X 1 + X 2) in Alg(T ) is an 
isomorphism. The coprojections l  : T (X j) 4  T (X i ) x T (X 2) satisfy l i =  (ni o 
l i ,n 2 o l 2} =  (id, 0}, and similarly, l 2 =  (0, id}. Now we compute:
bc o [T(ki),T(k2)] o l i  =  (^ o T (p i) ,^  o T(p2)} o T (ki)
=  (^ o T(pi o K i) ,^  o T(p2 o Ki)}
=  (M o T(n) ,M o T(0)}
=  (id, 0}
=  l i .
Similarly, bc o [T(k1), T(k2)] o l 2 =  l 2, so that bc o [T(k1), T(k2)] =  id, making 
bc an isomorphism. □
It is well-known (see for instance [15, 1]) that a category with finite biprod­
ucts (©, 0) is enriched over commutative monoids: each homset carries a com­
mutative monoid structure (+, 0), and this structure is preserved by pre- and
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post-composition. The addition operation + on homsets is obtained as
, , def / v  <id,id> ^  ^  f©g ^  [id,idJ
f  + g =  [ X --- s- X  ® X --- s- Y  ® Y --- 5- Y J . (6)
The zero map is neutral element for this addition. One can also describe a 
monoid structure on each object X  as
[id,id] 0 , N 
X ® X - -- > x ^ -  0. (7)
We have just seen that the Kleisli category of an additive monad has biprod­
ucts, using the addition operation from Lemma 17. When we apply the sum 
description (7) to such a Kleisli category its biproducts, we obtain precisely the 
original addition from Lemma 17, since the codiagonal V  =  [id, id] in the Kleisli 
category is given T (V) o bc- i .
4.1 Additive commutative monads
In the remainder of this section we focus on the category A C M n d (C ) of monads 
that are both additive and commutative on a distributive category C. As usual, 
we simply write A C M n d  for A C M nd(Se ts). For T G A C M n d (C ), the Kleisli 
category K l(T ) is both symmetric monoidal— with (x, 1) as monoidal structure, 
see Lemma 2— and has biproducts (+, 0). Moreover, it is not hard to see that 
this monoidal structure distributes over the biproducts via the canonical map 
(Z  x X ) + (Z  x Y ) 4  Z  x (X  + Y ) that can be lifted from C to K l(T ).
We shall write SM B Law  4  SM Law  for the category of symmetric monoidal 
Lawvere theories in which (+, 0) form not only coproducts but biproducts. No­
tice that a projection n i : n + m 4  n is necessarily of the form n i =  [id, 0], 
where 0: m 4  n is the zero map m 4  0 4  n. The tensor g  distributes over 
(+, 0) in SM B Law , as it already does so in SM Law . Morphisms in SM B Law  
are functors that strictly preserve all the structure.
The following result extends Corollary 3.
Lem m a 20 The (finitary) Kleisli construction on a monad yields a functor 
K lN : A C M n d  4  SM B Law .
P roo f It follows from Theorem 19 that (+, 0) form biproducts in K lN(T), for 
T an additive commutative monad (on Sets). This structure is preserved by 
functors K lN(a), for a  : T 4  S  in A C M n d . □
We have already seen in Lemma 12 that the functor T  : Law 4  M n d  defined 
in Lemma 7 restricts to a functor between symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories 
and commutative monads. We now show that it also restricts to a functor be­
tween symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories with biproducts and commutative 
additive monads. Again, this restriction is left adjoint to the finitary Kleisli 
construction.
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L em m a 21 The functor T  : SM Law  4  C M n d  from Lemma 12 restricts to 
SM B Law  4  A C M n d . Further, this restriction is left adjoint to the finitary 
Kleisli construction : A C M n d  4  SM B Law .
P roo f First note that Tl (0) is final:
Tl(0) =  U i l ( M )  X 0i =  L(1, 0) x 00 =  1,
where the last isomorphism follows from the fact that (+, 0) is a biproduct in L 
and hence 0 is terminal. The resulting zero map 0x y  : X  4  T (Y ) is given by
x 4  [k0(!:1  4  0, !:0  4  Y )].
To prove that the bicartesian map bc : Tl (X  + Y ) 4  Tl (X ) x Tl (Y ) is an 
isomorphism, we introduce some notation. For [Ki (g, v)] G Tl (X  + Y ), where 
g : 1 4  i and v : i 4  X  + Y , we form the pullbacks (in Sets)
J u
V
_ K1 -r r K2 J1
X  + Y Y
By universality of coproducts we can write i =  iX + iY and v =  vX + vY : iX + 
iY 4  X  + Y . Then we can also write g =  (gX ,gY} : 1 4  iX + iY . Hence, for 
[ki(g,v)] G Tl (X  + Y ),
bc([«i(g,v)]) =  ([«ix (gX,vX )], [KiY (gY, vY )0 . (8)
It then easily follows that the map Tl (X ) x TL(Y ) 4  TL(X  + Y ) defined by
([Ki(g,v)], [Kj(h,w)]) 4  [Ki+j((g, h},v + w)]
is the inverse of bc.
Checking that the unit of the adjunction T  : SM Law  ^  C M n d  : pre­
serves the product structure is left to the reader. This proves that also the 
restricted functors form an adjunction. □
In the next two sections we will see how additive commutative monads and 
symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories with biproducts relate to commutative 
semirings.
5 Sem irings and m onads
This section starts with some clarification about semirings and modules. Then 
it shows how semirings give rise to certain “multiset” monads, which are both 
commutative and additive. It is shown that the “evaluate at unit l ”-functor 
yields a map in the reverse direction, giving rise to an adjunction, as before.
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A commutative semiring in Sets consists of a set S together with two com­
mutative monoid structures, one additive (+, 0) and one multiplicative (•, 1), 
where the latter distributes over the former: s • 0 =  0 and s • (t + r) =  s • t + s • r. 
For more information on semirings, see [8]. Here we only consider commuta­
tive ones. Typical examples are the natural numbers N, or the non-negative 
rationals Q >0, or the reals R >0.
One way to describe semirings categorically is by considering the additive 
monoid (S, +, 0) as an object of the category C M o n  of commutative monoids, 
carrying a multiplicative monoid structure I  S 4— S g  S in this category 
C M on . The tensor guarantees that multiplication is a bihomomorphism, and 
thus distributes over additions.
In the present context of categories with finite products we do not need to 
use these tensors and can give a direct categorical formulation of such semirings, 
as a pair of monoids 1 4  S — S x S and 1 4  S —— S x S making the following 
distributivity diagrams commute.
S' x l ^ l s x  s
1 ■S
( S x S ) x S -
+ xid
S x S  —
dbl
( S x S ) x ( S x S ) - S x S
+
S
where dbl =  (ni xid, n2 xid) is the doubling map that was also used in Lemma 15. 
W ith the obvious notion of homomorphism between semirings this yields a cat­
egory C S R ng (C ) of (commutative) semirings in a category C  with finite prod­
ucts.
Associated with a semiring S there is a notion of module over S. It consists of 
a commutative monoid (M, 0, +) together with a (multiplicative) action * : S x 
M  4  M  that is an additive bihomomorphism, that is, the action preserves the 
additive structure in each argument separately. We recall that the properties of 
an action are given categorically by * o (• x id) =  * o (id x *) o a -1 : (S x S) x 
M  4  M  and * o (1 x id) =  n2 : 1 x M  4  M . The fact that * is an additive 
bihomomorphism is expressed by
S x (M x M ) ^ l  (S x M) x (S x M ) t i ( S  x S) x M
idx +
S x M -
+ xid
S x M
where dbl' is the obvious duplicator of S. Preservation of zeros is simply * o 
(0 x id) =  0 o n 1 : 1 x M  4  M  and * o (id x 0) =  0 o n2 : S x 1 4  M .
We shall assemble such semirings and modules in one category M od(C ) 
with triples (S, M , *) as objects, where * : S x M  4  M  is an action as above. A 
morphism (S1,M 1,* 1) 4  (S2,M 2,* 2) consists of a pair of morphisms f  : S 1 4  
S2 and g : M 1 4  M 2 in C  such that f  is a map of semirings, f  is a map of 
monoids, and the actions interact appropriately: *2 o ( f  x g) =  g o * 1.
X
o
* *
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5.1 From semirings to monads
To construct an adjunction between semirings and additive commutative mon­
ads we start by defining, for each commutative semiring S , the so-called multiset 
monad on S and show that this monad is both commutative and additive.
D e fin ition  22 For a semiring S , define a “multiset” functor M s : Sets 4  Sets 
on a set X  by
M S(X ) =  {p : X  4  S | supp(p) is finite},
where supp(p) =  {x G X  | p(x) =  0} is called the support of p. For a function 
f  : X  4  Y  one defines M S( f  ) : M S(X ) 4  M S(Y ) by:
m s ( f  )(P )(y) =  E æe/-i(y) p (x).
Such a multiset p  G M S(X ) may be written as formal sum six i + • • • + skxk, 
where supp(p) =  {x1, . . .  ,x k} and =  p(x¿) G S describes the “multiplicity” 
of the element x¿. In this notation one can write the application of M S on a 
map f  as M S( f  ) ( ^ i SjX¿) =  ^ i f  (x¿). Functoriality is then obvious.
Lem m a 23 For each semiring S , the multiset functor M s forms a commutative 
and additive monad, with unit and multiplication:
X  —-4- M S{X) M s(M s ( X ) ) --------^M s (X )
X\----- 3- lx  Y . iSiVi I----- 3- Ax G X . Si¥i{X)-
P roo f The verification that M S with these n and ^  indeed forms a monad is left 
to the reader. We mention that for commutativity and additivity the relevant 
maps are given by:
M S(X ) x M S(Y) —^ 4 »  M S{X x Y) M S{X + Y) X  MS{X) x MS(Y) 
(p, ip) I------3- A(x, y). p(x) ■ ip(y) X I------> (x o Kl, x o k2).
Clearly, bc is an isomorphism, making M S additive. □
Lem m a 24 The assignment S 4  M S yields a functor M  : C S R ng  4  A C M n d .
P roo f Every semiring homomorphism f  : S 4  ñ ,  gives rise to a monad mor­
phism M ( f  ): M S 4  M r with components defined by M ( f  )X ( ^ j  síX j) =  
f  (sí)xj. It is left to the reader to check that M ( f  ) is indeed a monad 
morphism. □
For a semiring S, the category Alg(MS) of algebras of the multiset monad 
M S is (equivalent to) the category M odS(C) 4  M od(C ) of modules over S . 
This is not used here, but just mentioned as background information.
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5.2 From monads to semirings
A commutative additive monad T on a category C  gives rise to two commutative 
monoid structures on T (1), namely the multiplication defined in Lemma 10 and 
the addition defined in Lemma 17 (considered for X  =  1). In case the category 
C  is distributive these two operations turn T (1) into a semiring.
L em m a 25 Each commutative additive monad T on a distributive category C 
with terminal object 1 gives rise to a semiring E(T) =  T (1) in C. The mapping 
T 4  E(T) yields a functor A C M n d (C ) 4  C S R ng (C ).
P roo f For a commutative additive monad T on C, addition on T (1) is given 
by T (V) o bc-1 : T (1) x T (1) 4  T (1) with unit 0i,i : 1 4  T (1) as in Lemma 17, 
the multiplication is given by ^  o T (A) o st : T (1) x T (1) 4  T (1) with unit 
ni : 1 4  T (1) as in Lemma 10.
It was shown in the lemmas just mentioned that both addition and multipli­
cation define a commutative monoid structure on T (1). The following diagram 
proves distributivity of multiplication over addition.
(T( 1) x T ( l) )  x T ( l ) -- bc lyAd > 7(1 + 1) x T ( l)  T(V)Xt> T (l) x T ( l)
dbl
(T(1) x T (1)) x (T(1) x T (1))
T (Vxid)
T(( 1 + 1) x T{ 1)) — --- i- T{ 1 x T{ 1))
T(1 x T(1)) x T(1 x T (X ))
T(A)xT(A)
T2( 1) x T2(l)
bc
■T(1 x T (1) + 1 x T (1))
T(A+A
— > T (T (1) + T (1))
MXM
T ([T (ki),T (k2)])
(V)
T ( l ) x T ( l ) . bc -^T(l + 1)
T (V)
T (A)
T2(V)
T2( 1 + 1)----- — ---^T 2(l)
■T (1)
stxst
bc
Here we rely on Lemma 15 for the commutativity of the upper and lower square 
on the left.
In a distributive category 0 =  0 x X , for every object X . In particular 
T (0 x T (1)) =  T (0) =  1 is final. This is used to obtain commutativity of the
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upper-left square of the following diagram proving 0 • s =  0:
^  T (!)xid
T (l) —=-> T(0) x T (l) T (l) x T (l)
— T(!xid)
T(0) — ^  T(0 x T (l)) — -JT (l x T (l))
For a monad morphism a : T 4  S, we define E(a) =  a i : T (1) 4  S(1). By 
Lemma 5, a 1 commutes with the multiplicative structure. As a 1 =  T(id) o 
a 1 =  Ad((a, id)), it follows from Lemma 17 that a 1 also commutes with the 
additive structure and is therefore a CSRng-homomorphism. □
5.3 Adjunction between monads and semirings
The functors defined in the Lemmas 24 and 25, considered on C  =  Sets, form 
an adjunction M  : C S R ng  ^  A C M n d  : E. To prove this adjunction we first 
show that each pair (T, X  ), where T is a commutative additive monad on a 
category C  and X  an object of C, gives rise to a module on C  as defined at the 
beginning of this section.
Lem m a 26 Each pair (T, X ), where T is a commutative additive monad on 
a category C  and X  is an object of C , gives rise to a module Mod(T, X ) =  
(T (1 ),T (X ),*). Here T (1) is the commutative semiring defined in Lemma 25 
and T (X  ) is the commutative monoid defined in Lemma 17. The action map 
is given by * =  T(A) o dst : T (1) x T (X ) 4  T (X ). The mapping (T, X ) 4  
Mod(T, X ) yields a functor A C M n d (C ) x C  4  M od(C ).
P roo f Checking that * defines an appropriate action requires some work but 
is essentially straightforward, using the properties from Lemma 15. For a pair 
of maps a : T 4  S in A C M n d (C ) and g : X  4  Y  in C, we define a map 
M od(a, g) by
m oT (g)) „
(T(1),T(X),*t ) -------—i~ (S ( l) ,S (Y ) ,* s ).
Note that, by naturality of a, one has aY o T (g) =  S (g) o aX . It easily follows 
that this defines a Mod(C)-map and that the assignment is functorial. □
L em m a 27 The pair of functors M  : C S R n g  ^  A C M n d  : E forms an ad­
junction, M  H E.
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P roo f For a semiring S and a commutative additive monad T on Sets there 
are (natural) bijective correspondences:
M s =  M (S ) — T in C A M n d
S' £{T) =  T{ 1) in C S R ng
Given a : M s —> T , one defines a semiring map a : S —> T (l) by
_ As.(Ax.s) ai , \\
a =
Conversely given a semiring map ƒ  : S 4  T( 1), one gets a monad map ƒ  : M s —> 
T with components:
where the sum on the right hand side is the addition in T (X ) defined in Lemma 
17 and * is the action of T (1) on T (X ) defined in Lemma 26.
Showing that ƒ  is indeed a monad morphism requires some work. In doing 
so one may rely on the properties of the action and on Lemma 17. The details
Notice that the counit of the above adjunction E M (S ) =  M S (1) 4  S is an 
isomorphism. Hence this adjunction is in fact a reflection.
6 Sem irings and Lawvere theories
In this section we will extend the adjunction between commutative monoids and 
symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories depicted in Figure 3 to an adjunction 
between commutative semirings and symmetrical monoidal Lawvere theories 
with biproducts, i.e. between the categories C S R n g  and SM BLaw .
6.1 From semirings to Lawvere theories
Composing the multiset functor M  : C S R ng  4  A C M n d  from the previous 
section with the finitary Kleisli construction yields a functor from C S R ng  
to SM B Law . This functor may be described in an alternative (isomorphic) 
way by assigning to every semiring S the Lawvere theory of matrices over S , 
which is defined as follows.
D e fin ition  28 For a semiring S , the Lawvere theory M a t(S ) of matrices over 
S has, for n, m G N morphisms (in Sets) n x m 4  S , i.e. n x m matrices 
over S , as morphisms n 4  m. The identity idn : n 4  n is given by the identity 
matrix:
M S( X ) —f^ T ( X )  given by J2 isixi I--- ^  E ¿f  (s¿) * v(xi),
are left to the reader. □
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(h o g)(i,k) =  E j  g ( i, j)  • h ( j  k ).
The coprojections Ki : n 4  n + m and : m 4  n + m are given by
I 1 if i =  j  I 1 if  j  > n and j  - n =  i
Ki(i, j )  =  \ K2(i, j )  =  S
I 0 otherwise. I 0 otherwise.
Lem m a 29 The assignment S 4  M a t(S ) yields a functor C S R n g  4  Law. 
The two functors M a tE  and KIn : A C M n d  4  Law are naturally isomorphic.
P roo f A map of semirings f  : S 4  ñ  gives rise to a functor M a t ( f  ) : M a t(S ) 4  
M a t  (fi) which is the identity on objects and which acts on morphisms by post­
composition: h : n x m 4  S in M a t(S ) is mapped to f  o h : n x m 4  T in 
M a t(T ). It is easily checked that M a t ( f  ) is a morphism of Lawvere theories 
and that the assigment is functorial.
To prove the second claim we define two natural transformations. First we 
define £ : M a tE  4  with components £T : M a t(T (1)) 4  K lN(T) that are 
the identity on objects and send a morphism h : n x m 4  T (1) in M a t(T (1)) 
to the morphism £T(h) in (T) given by
£T{h )= (n-{h{-'3)hem >y(i)m bc->r(m)^
where bc^,1 is the inverse of the generalised bicartesian map
bcm =  (T(m) =  T (U m l ) --- > T ( i r ) .
And secondly, in the reverse direction, we define 0 : 4  M a tE  with com­
ponents : K lN(T) 4  M a t(T (1)) that are the identity on objects and send a 
morphism g : n 4  T(m) in K lN(T) to the morphism 0T(g) : n x m 4  T (1) in 
M a t(T (1)) given by
0t (g )(i,j)  =  (nj o bcm o g)(i). (9)
It requires some work, but is relatively straightforward to check that the com­
ponents and 0T are Law-maps. To prove preservation of the composition 
by £t and 0T one uses the definition of addition and multiplication in T (1) and 
(generalisations of) the properties of the map bc listed in Lemma 15. A short 
computation shows that the functors are each other’s inverses. The naturality 
of both £ and 0 follows from (a generalisation of) point (i) of Lemma 15. □
The pair of functors M  : C S R ng  ^  A C M n d  : E forms a reflection, E M  =  
id (Lemma 27). Combining this with the previous proposition, it follows that 
also the functors M a t, K lNM  : C S R ng  4  Law are naturally isomorphic. Hence,
The composition of g : n 4  m and h : m 4  p is given by matrix multiplication:
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the functor M a t:  C S R n g  4  Law may be viewed as a functor from commuta­
tive semirings to symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories with biproducts. For a 
commutative semiring S the projection maps n 1 : n +m 4  n and n2 : n +m 4  m 
in M a t(S ) are defined in a similar way as the coprojection maps from Def­
inition 28. For a pair of maps g : m 4  p, h : n 4  q, the tensor product 
g <g) h : (m x n) 4  (p x q) is the map g <g) h : (m x n) x (p x q) 4  S defined as
where • is the multiplication from S .
6.2 From Lawvere theories to semirings
In Section 3.1, just after Lemma 11, we have already seen that the homset L (1 ,1) 
of a Lawvere theory L G SM Law  is a commutative monoid, with multiplication 
given by composition of endomaps on 1. In case L also has biproducts we 
have, by (6), an addition on this homset, which is preserved by composition. 
Combining those two monoid structures yields a semiring structure on L(1, 1). 
This is standard, see e.g. [1, 15, 11]. The assignment of the semiring L (1 ,1) to 
a Lawvere theory L G SM B Law  is functorial and we denote this functor, as in 
Section 3.1, by H  : SM B Law  4  C SR ng .
6.3 Adjunction between semirings and Lawvere theories
Our main result is the adjunction on the right in the triangle of adjunctions for 
semirings, see Figure 4.
L em m a 30 The pair of functors M a t  : C S R n g  ^  SM B Law  : H , forms an 
adjunction M a t  H H.
P roo f For S G C S R n g  and L G SM B Law  there are (natural) bijective corre­
spondences:
to an element of L(1, 1).
Conversely, given ƒ  one defines a SMBLaw-map ƒ :  A4at(S) —>• L which 
sends a morphism h : n 4  m in M at(S ), i.e. h : n x m 4  S in Sets, to the 
following morphism n 4  m in L, forming an n-cotuple of m-tuples
(g ® h)((io ,ii), ( jo ,ji))  =  g(io,jo) • h (i i , j i ),
fiAat(S) — L in SM B Law
S H (L) in C S R ng
Given F  one defines a semiring map F  : S  —>• T-L{L) =  L (l, 1) by
s 4  F (1 x 1 — 4  S).
Note that 1 x 1 —-—4 S is an endomap on 1 in M a t(S ) which is mapped by F
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C S R ng
Figure 4: Triangle of adjunctions starting from commutative semirings, with 
commutative additive monads, and symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories with 
biproducts.
It is readily checked that F : S  —>• L (l, 1) is a map of semirings. To show 
that ƒ  : A iat(S ) —>• L is a functor one has to use the definition of the semiring 
structure on L (1 ,1) and the properties of the biproduct on L. One easily verifies 
that ƒ  preserves the biproduct. To show that it also preserves the monoidal 
structure one has to use that, for s,t G L (1 ,1), s g  t =  t o s (=  s o t). □
The results of Section 5 and 6 are summarized in Figure 4.
7 Sem irings w ith  involutions
In this final section we enrich our approach with involutions. Actually, such 
involutions could have been introduced for monoids already. We have not done 
so for practical reasons: involutions on semirings give the most powerful results, 
combining daggers on categories with both symmetric monoidal and biproduct 
structure.
An involutive semiring (in Sets) is a semiring (S, +, 0, •, 1) together with 
a unary operation * that preserves the addition and multiplication, i.e. (s + 
t)* =  s* + t* and 0* =  0, and (s • t)* =  s* • t* and 1* =  1, and is involutive, 
i.e. (s*)* =  s. The complex numbers with conjugation form an example. We 
denote the category of involutive semirings, with homomorphisms that preserve 
all structure, by IC S R n g .
The adjunction M  : C S R n g  ^  A C M n d  : £  considered in Lemma 27 may 
be restricted to an adjunction between involutive semirings and so-called invo­
lutive commutative additive monads (on Sets), which are commutative additive 
monads T together with a monad morphism Z : T 4  T satisfying Z o Z =  id. We 
call Z an involution on T , just as in the semiring setting. A morphism between 
such monads (T, Z) and ( T Z ' ), is a monad morphism a : T 4  T ' preserving the 
involution, i.e. satisfying a o Z =  Z' ◦  a. We denote the category of involutive 
commutative additive monads by IA C M n d .
Lem m a 31 The functors M  : C S R n g  ^  A C M n d  : £  from Lemma 24 and 
Lemma 25 restrict to a pair of functors M  : IC S R n g  ^  IA C M n d  : £. The 
restricted functors form an adjunction M  h £.
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P roo f Given a semiring S with involution *, we may define an involution Z on 
the multiset monad M (S ) =  M S with components
Cx : M S (X  ) 4 M S(X  )J sixi 4 s*xi.
Conversely, for an involutive monad (T, Z), the map Zi gives an involution on 
the semiring £(T) =  T(1).
A simple computation shows that the unit and the counit of the adjunction 
M  : C S R ng  ^  A C M n d  : £  from Lemma 27 preserve the involution (on semir­
ings and on monads respectively). Hence the restricted functors again form an 
adjunction. □
The adjunction M a t  : C S R ng  ^  SM B Law  : H  from Lemma 30 may also 
be restricted to involutive semirings. To do so, we have to consider dagger 
categories. A dagger category is a category C  with a functor f : C op 4  C 
that is the identity on objects and satisfies, for all morphisms f  : X  4  Y , 
( f ^  =  f . The functor f is called a dagger on C. Combining this dagger 
with the categorical structure we studied in Section 6 yields a so-called dagger 
symmetric monoidal category with dagger biproducts, that is, a category C  with 
a symmetric monoidal structure (g, I ), a biproduct structure (©, 0) and a dagger 
f, such that, for all morphisms f  and g, ( f  g  g)^ =  f  t g  g^, all the coherence 
isomorphisms a, p and 7 are dagger isomorphisms and, with respect to the 
biproduct structure, Ki =  n|, where a dagger isomorphism is an isomorphism f  
satisfying f -1 =  f  ^  Further details may be found in [1, 2, 11].
We will denote the category of dagger symmetric monoidal Lawvere theories 
with dagger biproducts such that the monoidal structure distributes over the 
biproduct structure by D SM B L aw . Morphisms in D S M B L aw  are maps in 
SM B Law  that (strictly) commute with the daggers.
L em m a 32 The functors M a t  : C S R ng  ^  SM B Law  : H  defined in Section 6 
restrict to a pair of functors M a t  : IC S R n g  ^  D S M B L aw  : H. The restricted 
functors form an adjunctionn, M a t  H H.
P roo f For an involutive semiring S, we may define a dagger on the Lawvere 
theory M a t(S ) by assigning to a morphism f  : n 4 m in M a t(S ) the morphism 
f  t : m 4 n given by
f  f ( i , j )  =  f  (j,i)* . (10)
Some short and straightforward computations show that the functor f is in­
deed a dagger on M a t(S ), which interacts appropriately with the monoidal and 
biproduct structure.
For a dagger symmetric monoidal Lawvere theory L with dagger biproduct, 
it easily follows from the properties of the dagger that this functor induces an 
involution on the semiring H (L) =  L (1 ,1), namely via s 4 st.
The unit and the counit of the adjunction M a t  : C S R n g  ^  SM B Law  from 
Lemma 30 preserve the involution and the dagger respectively. Hence, also the 
restricted functors form an adjunction. □
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To complete our last triangle of adjunctions, recall that, for the Lawvere the­
ory associated with a (involutive commutative additive) monad T , K lN(T) =  
M a t(£ (T )), see Proposition 29. Hence, using the previous two lemmas, the fini­
tary Kleisli construction restricts to a functor : IA C M n d  4  D SM B Law . 
For the other direction we use the following result.
L em m a 33 The functor T  : SM B Law  4  A C M n d  from Lemma 12 restricts 
to D S M B L aw  4  IA C M n d , and yields a left adjoint to : IA C M n d  4  
D SM B Law .
P roo f To start, for a Lawvere theory L G D S M B L aw  with dagger f we have 
to define an involution Z : TL 4  TL. For a set X  this involves a map
n ( X )  =  ( I l ie N L ( l, i )  x X ¿) / ~ ^  ( L IeNL(M) x X ¿) / ~  =  TL (X )
where g : 1 4  i is written as g =  (go,. . . ,  gi-i) using that i =  1 + • • • + 1 is not 
only a sum, but also a product. Clearly, Z is natural, and satisfies Z o Z =  id. 
This Z is also a map of monads; commutatution with multiplication ^  requires 
commutativity of composition in the homset L(1, 1).
The unit of the adjunction n : L 4  (TL) =  M at(T L(1)) commutes with 
daggers, since for f  : n 4  m in L we get n ( f ) t =  n ( f t ) via the following 
argument in M at(T L(1)). For i < n and j  < m,
In the definition of the involution Z on the monad TL in this proof we have 
used that + is a (bi)product in the Lawvere theory L, namely when we decom­
pose the map g : 1 4  i into its components na o g : 1 4 1 for a < i. We could 
have avoided this biproduct structure by first taking the dagger gt : i 4 1, and 
then precomposing with coprojections gt o Ka : 1 4 1. Again applying daggers, 
cotupling, and taking the dagger one gets the same result. This is relevant if 
one wishes to consider involutions/daggers in the context of monoids, where 
products in the corresponding Lawvere theories are lacking.
By combining the previous three lemmas we obtain another triangle of ad­
junctions in Figure 5. This concludes our survey of the interrelatedness of 
scalars, monads and categories.
n ( f ) t ( i , j  ) =  n ( f ) ( i , j  )*
=  njbcm (Km( f  o Ki , idm))
by (10) 
by (9)
by definition of bc, see (8) 
since ( —)* =  ( — )t on TL(1)
□
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IC S R n g
Figure 5: Triangle of adjunctions starting from involutive commutative semi­
rings, with involutive commutative additive monads, and dagger symmetric 
monoidal Lawvere theories with dagger biproducts.
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